Obesity and Hypertension Pattern among Selected Group of Employed and Non-Employed Adults in Kandy District, Sri Lanka
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Abstract— Non communicable diseases (NCDs) are the leading causes of deaths globally, killing people in each year than all other causes combined. Aim of this study was to determine the pattern obesity and hypertension among selected group of employed and non-employed adults, in Kandy District, Sri Lanka. The data were collected from employed (n=350) and unemployed (n=550) who attended health promotion programmes in the district of Kandy, Sri Lanka. Height and weight were measured. BMI was calculated. Blood pressure (BP) was measured. Among the employed adults, there were 247 females (70.6%) while 385 females (75.5%) were among the unemployed adults. Mean age of employed and unemployed were 38.5 ±10.4 and 42.6 ±11.6 respectively. Mean BMI of employed was 23.6 Kg/m² ±4.12 whereas the mean BMI of unemployed group was 24.6 Kg/m² ±4.64. It was found that 12.8% of employed were obese while 19.2% unemployed were obese. Study revealed that 19.4% of employed were hypertensive while 19.6% of unemployed were hypertensive.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Non communicable diseases (NCDs) are the leading causes of death globally, killing people each year than all other causes combined [1]. Worldwide, non-communicable diseases (NCD) represent 43% of the burden of disease which are expected to be responsible for 60% of the disease burden and 73% of all deaths by 2020 [2]. Most of this increase will be accounted for by emerging non communicable disease epidemics in developing countries [2]. NCDs are major burden in industrial countries, and are rapidly increasing in developing countries owing to demographic transition and changing the lifestyle in people [3]. NCDs are estimated the distribution of deaths by region, non-communicable diseases ranked first as the cause of death in developed countries, as well as in many developing countries and the world as a whole. In the developed countries, three out of every four deaths are due to cardio-vascular disease (CVD), cancer, or accidents or other violent causes [4].

Labor force of a country is defined as the stem of any particular community [7]. Therefore concerning their health status should be given a priority by the relevant authorities. This study aims to assess the risk of the major risk factors on NCDs (biological and anthropometric) among selected group of the labor force in Kandy District Sri Lanka.

According to the national labor force survey overall unemployment rate in Sri Lanka reported as 4.1% and for female is 6.1% and it is 3.0% for male [8]. Also it was found that unemployment among those who are in age group 25-29 and over 30 years were 8.6% and 4.1% respectively [8]. Unemployment status negatively effects on national productivity. Many studies have shown that unemployed adults showed significantly higher level of distress, short and long-term disabilities and many health problems including hypertension [9]. Similarly studies revealed that the employed adults are also vulnerable for hypertension, obesity which are caused by the unhealthy dietary pattern, work load and the sedentary lifestyle [10]. Nevertheless the research done on compare the health status among employed and unemployed is limited [10], [13]. Identification of the severity of risk factors on NCDs which influencing on both employed and unemployed, and documenting them is essential to take measures on preventing deleterious health conditions in the future. And also describing differences of NCD risk factors between these two groups may shed additional insight in to the association between employment status, occupation type and healthy work effect. Present study documents the pattern of overweight, obesity and the hypertension among selected group of employed and unemployed adults as well as examine the risk of overweight and hypertension according to their occupation categories.

II. OBJECTIVE

General objective
To determine the obesity and hypertension pattern in selected group of employed and unemployed adults in Kandy district, Sri Lanka

Specific objectives
• To determine the risk level of obesity and overweight.
• To determine the anthropometric and biological risk among employed adults based on their working condition.
• To compare the risk of overweight, obesity and hypertension between employed and unemployed adults.
III. METHODS

The secondary analysis of this descriptive study was done based on data which were collected from employed and unemployed adults who attended for a health promotion programme held in Kandy District, Sri Lanka.

This study population comprised by employed (n=350) and unemployed (n=510) who were screened at the health promotion programme. This health promotion programmes were implemented in selected villages as well as the work places in Kandy District, Sri Lanka. During the programme, all the participants had been screened for blood pressure (BP) and also the height and weight were measured then the BMI was calculated. All the adults who were screened at the village level programme and those who did not engage with any occupation were considered as the unemployed and all the adults who were screened at the workplaces were included in the employed group. Employed adults were assigned in to four groups based on their occupation types. Therefore the employed adult group was consisted by bus workers (drivers and conductors), school teachers, office workers and field workers (those who engaged with the field activities such as land mining and constructions). Information of pregnant women and those who did not have enough data were excluded from the analysis process.

Hypertension status was described according to the JCN 7.0 (Subjects were considered to have hypertension if their diastolic blood pressure was at above 90 mmHg and the diastolic blood pressure was at above 90 mmHg) [11]. Weight and height of the participants were measured during the health promotion programmes. Weight was measured with a precision of 100g with electronic weigh scale and height was measured with a precision of 1 cm with the setediometer (Seca 120). The body mass index (BMI) was calculated by dividing weight in kilograms by height meters squared. Underweight, normal weight, overweight and obesity were defined according to the WHO cut-off values for Asian countries [12]. The statistical analysis was performed with the SPSS 16.0 version. The level of significance was p< 0.05.

IV. RESULTS

Characteristics of the study variables are summarized in table I. Among the employed adults (n= 350), there were 70.6% (n=247) females in the group. Mean age of the employed adult was 38.5 (± 10.4, 95% CI). It was found that mean BMI, SBP and DBP were 23.67 Kgm⁻² (± 4.12, 95% CI), 124.06 mmHg (± 1.99, 95% CI), 81.4 mmHg (± 9.37, 95% CI).

Mean BMI, SBP and DBP were 24.6 Kgm⁻² (± 4.64, 95% CI), 125.6 mmHg (± 1.77, 95% CI) and 78.9 mmHg (± 9.6, 95% CI) respectively.

Hypertension status of employed and unemployed adults

Study revealed that 19.4 % of employed were hypertensive while 19.6 % of unemployed were hypertensive. Furthermore, it was found that systolic and diastolic blood pressure of employed adults were 14% and 5.4% respectively while the systolic and the diastolic blood pressure of unemployed were 14.6% and 5.5% respectively (table III).

V. DISCUSSION

The labor force of a country includes both employed and unemployed in a particular country. Health status of this groups must be concerned as it is the crucial factor for getting them involved in development of a country. Researchers have found that being employed helps people to improve their wellbeing in various ways such as, to economically stable, to fulfil psychosocial needs and for improve the physical and mental health [7]. Also health status of unemployed adults should be concerned as they face major mental and physical health problems [8]. Proposed study assessed the overweight, obesity and hypertension status among employed and unemployed adults who attended for a health promotion programme held in Kandy District, Sri Lanka,” International Journal of Scientific and Technical Advancements, Volume 2, Issue 1, pp. 155-159, 2016.
Findings of the present study indicated that the risk of overweight and obesity among employed adults was 14.8% and 12.8% respectively. Prevalence of overweight and obesity among unemployed were 23.9% and 19.2% respectively (table I). Although the risk of overweight was greater in both groups, it was clearly found that the risk of overweight and obesity was prevalent among unemployed adults. Present study confirms the findings of previous studies which confirmed that the prevalence of overweight and obese was high in unemployed adults [13], [14].

It is evident that the BMI has shown a greater increase between 1980 and 2013 from 28.8% to 36.9% in men, and from 29.8% to 38.0% in women [14], [18]. Also WHO reported that in 2008, 35% of adults aged 20+ were overweight and the prevalence of obesity has nearly doubled between 1980 and 2008 [15]. In Sri Lanka, it is documented that the prevalence of overweight and obesity of Sri Lankan adults were 25.2% and 9.2% respectively [16]. With compared to the previous findings with the present study, risk level of overweight and obesity in both groups were found to be similar national figures which is not similar with the global figures.

Overall results depicts that the employed adults were likely to be overweight and obese compared to the unemployed adults. Table IV describes that office workers had greater risk to be overweight (>25Kgm$^{-2}$) compared to the others. Also the school teachers were shown a greater risk of being overweight. Risk of being overweight among field workers was less compared to others. In terms of risk of hypertension, school teacher and officer workers showed a greater risk of being hypertensive compared to other categories. Many studies revealed that school teachers are more vulnerable for hypertension due to many reasons such as stressful circumstances while teaching at the class room, poor dietary pattern and sedentary lifestyle [27-30]. Even though the bus workers were having less risk of getting hypertensive with compared to the other workers, they were found to be with a higher risk of hypertension. Risk of hypertension was less among field workers compare to others. World Health Organization found that the prevalence of raised blood pressure was consistently high, with low, lower middle and upper middle countries all having rates of around 40% [16]. In Sri Lanka, prevalence of the hypertension over 20 years was 28.36% and around 12% of adults were found with pre-hypertension [17]. Even though the hypertension status among employees of the present study did not match with the international figures, they were quite similar to the local statistics.

Bus driver’s category showed a considerable risk of being overweight (>23.4Kgm$^{-2}$), hypertension (SBP >140 or DBP > 90). It has been revealed that most of bus workers have various issues in their lifestyle such as irregular sleeping habits, stressful circumstances, irregular eating habits and also they patronize foods from fast food outlets and furthermore most of them are inactive since their work is more sedentary and most of them don’t have time to get physically active in their day to day life [19], [20]. Studies have shown that the opportunity for getting physically active in four domains (households, working, transport and leisure time) is very less among bus workers [21]. Previous studies have indicated that the prevalence of alcohol and tobacco consumption among bus workers was higher than other workers [21]. In the present study, percentages of overweight and hypertension among employees who engaged with field work were found to be less compared to other workers (Figure 1). It is possible that field workers are likely to be more physically active in the working domain which would attribute to have a lower risk of being overweight with compared to other employee groups. Since the present study did not focus on dietary and physical activities, an assumption cannot be made to find out the underlying causes of disparities in overweight and hypertension between occupation types.

When it comes to the unemployed adult’s group, 22.9% of adults were overweight (23.4-27 Kgm$^{-2}$) and 19.2% were obese. Although the percentages of obesity in unemployed adults was consistent with the national statistics [15], [22], percentage of obesity of the group was found to be doubled compared to the national figures. Also the present study indicated that the risk of being hypertensive in unemployed group was classified as 19.6% which was less that the prevalence of hypertension in Sri Lanka [17], and similar to the prevalence of hypertension among adults in Central Province, Sri Lanka [23]. Therefore the number of individuals those who were in unemployed category, found with hypertension. Even though the studies have concluded that the hypertension is prevalent among unemployed adults [24], [25]. Few studies indicated that being unemployment is an protective factor for hypertension [26].

From the study, it was concluded that the overweight, obesity and hypertension were found to be more prominent in adult’s unemployed category than the employed category. One of the reasons for this variation would be, this wasn’t a representative sample of employed and unemployed community. Another reason would be, people who are living with diseases or risk factors likely to be attend this kind of
health promotion camps which provide knowledge and skills on controlling their risk factors. Therefore significant amount of people who are living with diseases and/or risk factors likely to be appeared at this kind of events. Similarly people who believe that they are healthy, won’t be appeared as they don’t need to get exposure to screenings.

When we compare the overweight and hypertension between unemployed and employed adults, we can clearly see that in some point risk level of employed is greater than unemployed adults. Risk of being overweight, hypertensive and getting diabetes among employed adult is greater than unemployed adults. In terms of risk of obesity among unemployed adults is greater than employed adults. It was fund that majority of adults in normal weight represent the employed group.

VI. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

Present study has some limitations. First, there was some difficulties to generalize the results to all the employed and unemployed adults in Kandy District as this was not a representative sample. Although the sample size was quite high, the scientific validity of the study was less as statistical method had not been applied to recruit the sample. Present study did not have much demographic information such as their income, religion, education level, etc. which would useful to ensure the strength of the study. Present study did not focus on dietary information and physical activity data which would useful to illustrate the nutritional pattern of these two groups. There was an opportunity to occur the selection bias as usually people who were living with various health issues and health conscious people were likely to attend health screening programmes in the general communities. Also those who know that they were living with health conditions likely to not to attend health camps at work places.

VII. CONCLUSION

According to the results, we can assume that employed adults in a particular community is at risk of getting risk factors for NCDs in their early stage of life. Risk of being overweight, hypertensive and diabetes among employed adults is greater than the unemployed adults. These results may be caused by unhealthy dietary practices, sedentary life style and stressful circumstances in day to day life among employed adults. Also adults who have an opportunity to being active in the working domain, have less opportunity to being overweight and obese. Even though current research did not focus on calculated sample, findings may useful for future project designs.
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